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Has Windows 7 killed Linux on the desktop?

Submitted by srlinuxx on Sun, 06/20/2010 - 07:06

People don’t just like Windows 7. It’s the anti-Vista: loved for as many often spurious reasons as Vista was hated. But has Window 7 seen off any threat from open source operating systems? In other words, has Windows 7 killed Linux on the desktop?
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Traditional Server Guy’s Views on the Linux Desktop

Submitted by srlinuxx on Sun, 06/20/2010 - 07:04

Peclinuxos2007.blogspot: While Linux is growing leaps and bounds, it’s time we spread the same in the mass psyche, public mind share. So, where do we start? Nobles? New converts? Non-profit, governmental organizations? Or from the top, the busy Enterprise Linux server room managed by a traditional server guy? To me the latest seems a good starting point. Here is a few of his theories.
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More Results from the Debian Community Poll

Fedora 13:
- Great!
- Good
- It’s okay
- Not so good
- Terrible!
- I don’t use Fedora

Vote
2013
Learn the Art of Linux Troubleshooting
Submitted by slinux on Tue, 04/02/2013 - 02:50

- Learn the Art of Linux Troubleshooting
- How To Make a Fedora Bootable USB From Ubuntu?
- Predictable persistently (non-immemoric names
- [How To] Reset Unity & Compiz in Ubuntu
- Wine for advanced users and developers
- Digitally Sign a File In Linux using GnuPg
- 10 ways to start contributing to open source
- Random and URandom on Linux
- Ubuntu Virtual Machine: Guest and Host
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ZeVenOS 3.0 Review: Refreshingly different!
Submitted by slinux on Tue, 04/02/2013 - 02:41

mylinuxxplore.blogspot.com: Last week I came across the release note of Neptune in Distrowatch based on Debian Wheezy and I was quite intrigued to try it out. And I must say, it was really worth it. What a wonderful distro the ZeVenOS developers have created!
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Open source still has a few gaps to fill to go mainstream
Submitted by slinux on Tue, 04/02/2013 - 02:41

techrepublic.com: Linux has come a long, long way. But it still has a few gaps to fill before it will be considered by small to medium-sized businesses. Jack Wallen offers his take on those gaps.
AMD R9 290 On Linux
Submitted by Rianne Schestowitz on Tue, 11/19/2013 - 17:11

AMD unveiled the Radeon R9 290 graphics card at the beginning of November as one step down from the new flagship Radeon R9 290X graphics card. Numerous Windows reviews praised the graphics card for its great performance, but what wasn’t clear at the time was how the Linux performance and compatibility was for this new $399 USD graphics card. AMD hadn’t offered any review samples to Phoronix for conducting any Linux-based testing and benchmarking, but it’s more clear now why that didn’t happen: the Linux performance isn’t stellar. I bought an XFX Radeon R9 290 and now there’s many Linux benchmarks coming out of this graphics card that’s riddled by what might be driver issues. I already regret having purchased the AMD Radeon R9 290 for use on Linux; the graphics card is hot, power hungry, noisy, and the OpenGL results aren’t too good.
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Samsung Defies Critics, Ships 800,000 Galaxy Gear Smartwatches in Two Months

Today’s:
- TrueCrypt or False? Would-be open source project must clean up its act
- Today’s Howtos and Software
- New Acer Chromebook as HP Recalls Faulty Model
- Write LaTeX documents with Lyx
- 482 of the Top500 supercomputers run Linux, and China’s Tianhe-2 is the fastest
**Popular New Stories**

**Today’s:**
- Huawei Honor 6 Review: new flagship smartphone with Kirin 920 octa-core processor
- Aerospike: Thanks for that $20m. VC’s... next we’ll OPEN SOURCE our NoSQL database
- Linus Torvalds to developers: Make it personal
- The OpenStack and Linux developer communities compared
- Android TV hands-on: Google makes a new play for the living room

---

**Qt 5.3.1 Released**

Submitted by Rianne Schestowitz on Wednesday, 25th of June 2014 09:44:28 PM  
Filed under: Development, KDE

I am happy to announce that today we released Qt 5.3.1. Qt 5.3.0 has been well received with over 500,000 downloads in the first 5 weeks of release. I believe this new patch release is even better offering many improvements over Qt 5.3.0. As a patch release, it does not add new features, but various improvements and fixes. Qt Creator version 3.1.2 also released today, is packaged into the installers. For Qt Enterprise users we are providing a fully supported Qt Quick Compiler 1.0.0, as well as updates for Data Visualization (version 1.1) and Charts (version 1.4).
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LWN:
- [S] Reimplementing printk() (via Linux Weekly News)
- Security updates for Tuesday (via Linux)
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